Step into Summer with CONFIDENCE

Eliminate fat and build muscle

2021 WINNER SHAPE SKIN AWARD

Get the look you've always wanted with the latest health and beauty treatment, EmSculpt Neo. Designed for fat elimination and superior muscle conditioning, this unique, non-invasive technology combines synchronized RF (radio frequency) and HIPEM (High Intensity Focused Electromagnetic) to give you incredible results in a short amount of time. In only four, 30-minute sessions – roughly equivalent to 12-16 weeks of HIIT training – you can melt fat while toning muscle to reveal a new, healthier-looking you. There are no needles and no downtime, which means you can easily walk in, walk out and go on with your day after receiving the treatment. And the best part is, you will feel an immediate change and even see visible change in just weeks.

Experience Powerful Results

25% MORE MUSCLE*

4 30-MINUTE SESSIONS

30% LESS FAT*

* on average
SHAPE BEAUTY LAB BOX

Our newest limited-release beauty box features 21 SHAPE-approved products worth OVER $560+, yours for only $44.99!

SHAPE BEAUTY LAB

These hard-working products keep up with your active lifestyle. And since your beauty regimen is part of your overall wellness routine, think of it in the same way.

Be active. Stay consistent. See results.

*ON SALE* plus $5.95 shipping and handling, while supplies last. This box includes: Batiste Volumizing Dry Shampoo (travel size), BeautyBlender Universal C Skin Refiner, Bella Sux Self Tanning Bronzing Drops, Bogner Firming Body Serum, Crema Hydrating Mineral Sunscreen Sheer Tint SPF 30, Degree Apple & Goji Berries Dry Spray Antiperspirant Deodorant, FOAMME! Alive You Need Much Shampoo Box, Foreo Protecting Facial Mist Travel Size, Godefroy Cosmetics Graduate Pre-Mascara Lengthener & Thickener, Hello Activated Charcoal Epic Whitening Fluoride Free Toothpaste, Invisible+ Power in Crystal Clear, inPRESS Color Pass-On Mascara in Pick Me Pink, Manfaced W/HP (Brightening & Hydrating Charcoal Mask, Purlisse Blue Lotus Daily Moisturizer with SPF 30 Sunscreen, SeneGence® ShadowSense® Duo, SkinMedica Bloom™ Reuse, St Irie Vitamin 5 Advanced™) FUSE Intensive Moisturizing Concentrate, Swiss Free & Clear Laundry Detergent, Vichy Mineral 89 Booster Serum Travel Size, WEI 18% Ultra Nourishing Intensive Body Treatment, YESSA Pink Lotus Peptide Renewal Eye Cream

ORDER NOW!
SHAPE.COM/BEAUTYBOX